Modelling Bitcoin networks in terms of anonymity and privacy in the metaverse application within Industry 5.0: Comprehensive taxonomy, unsolved issues and suggested solution

Abstract: The metaverse, a virtual multiuser environment, has garnered global attention for its potential to offer deeply immersive and participatory experiences. As this technology matures, it is evolving in tandem with emerging innovations such as Web 3.0, Blockchain, nonfungible tokens, and cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, which play pivotal roles in the metaverse economy. Robust Bitcoin networks must be modelled for the metaverse environment in Industry 5.0 platforms to ensure the metaverse’s sustained growth and relevance. Industry 5.0 is poised to experience significant economic expansion, driven in large part by the transformative influence of metaverse technology. Researchers have actively explored diverse strategies and approaches to address the unique challenges and opportunities presented by current Bitcoin networks, highlighting the limitless potential for enhancing anonymity and privacy while navigating this exciting digital frontier. By addressing the diverse anonymity and privacy evaluation attributes, the lack of clarity regarding the prioritisation of these attributes and the variability in data, this modelling approach can be categorised as a form of multiple attribute decision-making (MADM). This review seeks to achieve three main objectives: firstly, to identify research gaps, obstacles, and problems within scholarly literature, which is crucial for assessing and modelling Bitcoin networks to succour the metaverse environment of Industry 5.0; secondly, to pinpoint theoretical gaps, proposed solutions, and benchmarking of Bitcoin networks; and thirdly, to offer an overview of the existing validation and evaluation methods employed in the literature. This review introduced a unique taxonomy by intersecting “Bitcoin networks based on blockchain aspects” with “anonymity and privacy development attributes aspect.” It emphasised the study’s significance and innovation. The results illustrate that employing MADM techniques is highly suitable for modelling Bitcoin networks to support the metaverse within the context of Industry 5.0. This thorough review is an invaluable resource for academics and decision-makers, offering perspectives regarding the improvements, applications, and potential directions for evaluating Bitcoin networks to bolster the metaverse environment of Industry 5.0.
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Industry 5.0, considered the upcoming stage in the industrial revolution, seeks to combine the inventiveness of human skills with efficient, clever, and accurate machinery to produce manufacturing solutions that beat Industry 4.0 with regard to resource effectiveness and user demand. Life quality, inclusiveness, and sustainability are three characteristics that are receiving much attention [1]. In terms of security, Industry 5.0 can greatly profit from the technology of blockchain. Centralising control over various heterogeneously linked devices is a significant problem in Industry 5.0 [2]. By fostering universal trust, blockchain technology makes creating independent, decentralised administration systems, and instructional websites possible [3,4]. Blockchain technology’s immutable ledger enables the keeping of records and safe peer-to-peer communication. An immutable ledger promotes operational responsibility and openness for important events within Industry 5.0 technologies [5]. Future Industry 5.0 apps can use smart contracts to provide security through automated service-oriented activities and authentication. Furthermore, blockchain techniques can improve data and transaction security [6,7]. Blockchain facilitates easier data gathering and receipt [8]. With the facilitation of agreements between several parties, blockchain technology and smart contracts may help in automating the contractual procedure. Therefore, protection from harmful attacks is necessary for procedural data, which may jeopardise the security and privacy of critical information [9]. Furthermore, communication nodes must keep client information for specialised demands. Employing fair information practices and client conventions for handling privacy issues and obtaining users’ permission to access the data is essential [10]. When heterogeneous and decentralised networks cooperate, reliability during data interchange and management are essential for Industry 5.0. A potential answer is the construction of open ledgers using blockchain, which simplifies tracking and managing data related to industrial activities. A digital data record known as blockchain continuously compiles data in chronological order. A hash is associated with the hash of a block before it is associated with a blockchain block header. Data added to the chain cannot be modified. Anytime a transaction within a block is changed, the block’s hash changes [11,12]. Introducing Industry 5.0-related technological developments will lead to new economic growth [4]. Metaverse is one of the technologies from Industry 5.0. Technology based on the metaverse is anticipated to be fully autonomous by 2050 [13]. The term “metaverse” refers to a constantly expanding multiuser experience that blends elements of the real world and digitally created information [14]. Despite the fact that augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) are two of the essential components of the metaverse, AR and VR are becoming increasingly widespread in a variety of industries [15] because they are successful at giving users a full 3D virtual world. The metaverse thus combines the ideas of blockchain and social networking with AR and VR to create a multi-dimensional virtual world to increase user involvement that resembles the real world. It combines numerous elements, such as AR, VR, real-time video, and interactive interfaces for users. Utilising this multi-dimensional online space for experimentation and creation by businesses may be beneficial. Businesses can use the metaverse to evaluate their services and goods and get immediate, precise feedback. As a result, several implications of the metaverse will be advantageous to business. Institutions are beginning to evaluate the possibilities of the metaverse and its potential use in their current business strategy [16]. Given the seamless transition between real and virtual experiences and interactions, future metaverse users will have a range of alternatives to choose from, many of which may be beyond their current knowledge [17,18]. The metaverse provides several challenges in terms of security. These difficulties stem from the novelty, intricacy, and multisensory nature of the metaverse, which could have more detrimental consequences on individuals and those who are the targets of security abuses. Crypto-assets, like cryptocurrencies (e.g. Bitcoin) and nonfungible tokens (NFTs), are basic components of the economy of the metaverse. NFTs reflect the ownership of digital in-game objects, virtual avatars, residential buildings, and extra assets while enabling their identification and authentication. Cryptocurrencies in the metaverse fulfil the same objective as money in the current economy [16]. The decentralised cryptocurrency called Bitcoin was presented in 2008 by its maker, Satoshi Nakamoto, and went live in 2009 [19]. All transactions on the Bitcoin network are kept on the blockchain [20]. The blockchain stores information about every transaction, containing the addresses that belong to the person who sent it and the person receiving it, and the amount sent and the period of completion [21]. Bitcoin is recognised as the most significant cryptocurrency because of its decentralised structure and miners’ validation of transactions that pass across the network [22].
The most alluring aspect of Bitcoin is that no personal information about users may be disclosed, enabling financial transactions to be carried out pseudoanonymously. The keys used in Bitcoin exchanges allow users to generate infinite encrypted Bitcoin addresses [23]. In conclusion, the relationship between Bitcoin networks, Industry 5.0, and their relevance to metaverse applications is multifaceted and dynamic, poised to shape the future of digital interactions and economies. Bitcoin networks, built on blockchain technology, serve as a foundational element of Industry 5.0 by offering secure, transparent, and decentralised transaction platforms that streamline supply chains, reduce costs, and enable human-machine collaboration. Moreover, as the metaverse emerges as a transformative digital realm, Bitcoin networks play a pivotal role in facilitating seamless financial transactions, managing digital assets, and upholding user privacy within these virtual environments. Bitcoin’s universal acceptance as a digital currency, coupled with its finite supply and privacy features, positions it as an ideal medium of exchange within the metaverse. Furthermore, Bitcoin’s support for smart contracts augments the efficiency and trustworthiness of metaverse applications, enhancing the overall user experience. As Industry 5.0 and the metaverse continue to converge and evolve, Bitcoin networks act as a bridge between the physical and digital worlds, providing the necessary infrastructure for secure, efficient, and interconnected digital interactions. Their relevance in these contexts underscores their potential to shape the future of industries, commerce, and digital experiences in a manner that aligns with the ever-expanding boundaries of technology and human imagination. Anonymity and privacy in Bitcoin networks have been considered as highlighting features given that numerous researchers have demonstrated that Bitcoin networks for supporting metaverse environment in Industry 5.0 offer intriguing new possibilities for future research. The number of researchers interested in studying the Bitcoin network is growing quickly. These researchers are concentrating on various issues, such as the security of the Bitcoin network, enhancements to user protection services, network data analysis, transaction transmission protocols and insights into the Bitcoin network’s economics, and on-going studies into the blockchain’s structure. However, these phases examine some of the effects of anonymity and privacy to provide the best service for exchanging Bitcoin transactions utilising various methods. More investigation is required for evaluation and benchmarking of the Bitcoin network that developers can use. As a result, during this procedure, three key questions are raised. Firstly, what are the research gaps, obstacles, and problems in published research around evaluating and benchmarking the Bitcoin network? Secondly, what is the theory gap and the suggested solutions for the evaluation and benchmarking of the Bitcoin network? Thirdly, what are the present procedures for validating and evaluating Bitcoin networks applied to the suggested solution in literature?

This review aims to aid the understanding of Bitcoin networks and address the adverse consequences of de-anonymisation efforts. Furthermore, it provides an accurate examination of the Bitcoin network, potentially enhancing the metaverse environment for Industry 5.0, thus laying the groundwork for greater digital autonomy in the coming years. Consequently, this review may be of significance to stakeholders, alongside diverse economic and institutional participants. Accordingly, the major contributions are as follows:

1. To establish a cogent taxonomy by combining the pertinent studies and demonstrate the Bitcoin network in anonymity and privacy properties along with its development attributes;
2. To analyse and debate the aspects of anonymity and privacy development attributes and the aspect of Bitcoin networks;
3. To determine whether any network met all attributes and determine whether any previous studies had used attributes, such as the evaluation attributes, as a result of these findings, the research gap could be offered;
4. To summarise the unsolved issues related to evaluating and benchmarking Bitcoin networks based on multiple attributes;
5. To review the current multi-attributes decision-making (MADM) weighting and modelling methods for identifying the theory gap, as a consequence of these investigations, a novel benchmark procedure can be developed to handle the identified problems and challenges;
6. To review academic literature’s data set generation methods;
7. To provide a summary of the most recent works that have been conducted to verify and evaluate the proposed MADM solution.
8. To highlight the importance and innovation of the study.
The structure of the rest of this study is as follows: Section 2 with subsections (2.1 and 2.2) presents the taxonomy of Bitcoin networks in terms of anonymity and privacy for supporting the metaverse environment in Industry 5.0 and their development attributes. Section 3 describes the critical review of Bitcoin networks that analysed anonymity and privacy characteristic properties. Section 4 with subsections (4.1, 4.2, and 4.3) provides the obstacles and problems of Bitcoin networks evaluation and benchmarking for supporting the metaverse environment in Industry 5. Section 5 presents the theoretical background of multi-attribute analysis in Bitcoin networks and economy for supporting the metaverse environment in Industry 5.0. Section 6 with subsections (6.1, 6.1.1, 6.1.1.1, and 6.1.2) provide MADM methods. Section 7 provides the point of view for the generation of data sets in different case studies. Section 8 with subsections (8.1, 8.2, and 8.3) describes the decision science’s validation and evaluation procedures. Section 9 provides the importance and innovation of the study. Section 10 presents the limitations of the study. Lastly, Section 11 presents the conclusion.

2 Taxonomy of Bitcoin networks in terms of anonymity and privacy for supporting metaverse environment in Industry 5.0 and their development attributes

The literature review thoroughly examines the intricacies surrounding the anonymity and privacy aspects of Bitcoin networks, alongside the exploration of its associated development attributes. The research initiative spanned a comprehensive period from 2018 to 2023, during which an extensive exploration was carried out across three prominent academic research databases: ScienceDirect, IEEE Xplore, and Web of Science (WoS). A meticulously crafted combination of keywords was employed to initiate the search, incorporating crucial terms such as “anonymity,” “privacy,” and “Bitcoin.” These keywords were thoughtfully linked using the “AND” operator to ensure precision. The initial query yielded a substantial volume of academic articles: 424 from ScienceDirect, 45 from IEEE Xplore, and 48 from WoS. An intricate screening process was instituted to maintain the highest level of relevance in the collected literature. This process entailed the removal of non-related articles, the elimination of duplicated articles, and the exclusion of books. Consequently, this stringent curation yielded a refined collection of 46 articles that were deemed suitable for in-depth analysis, while a total of 78 articles were scrutinised throughout the initial stages. Following this initial screening, a meticulous and comprehensive review was conducted of the selected 46 articles. This exhaustive examination reveals that seven of these articles directly aligned with the research objectives at hand. The (53) articles subsequently became the focal point of an in-depth analysis, encompassing a two-fold approach. Firstly, attention was directed towards understanding the nuanced characteristics of the Bitcoin network itself (the aspect of Bitcoin networks). Secondly, a thorough investigation was undertaken to explore the development attributes related to anonymity and privacy within this network (the aspects of anonymity and privacy development attributes). This intensive analysis unveiled valuable insights and enabled the formulation of a well-structured taxonomy. Among the corpus of literature, a subset of 22 articles was found to specifically address the anonymity and privacy development attributes applied within Bitcoin networks. As a result, 24 distinct development attributes were meticulously identified and systematically categorised. This comprehensive compilation serves as a foundational resource for comprehending the intricate dynamics governing development attributes and their profound impact on the Bitcoin network’s ability to uphold user privacy and anonymity, laying the groundwork for further exploration in this vital research area.

2.1 The aspects of anonymity and privacy development attributes

The Bitcoin network was analysed using 24 anonymity and privacy development attributes within the literature, based on analysis and suggested taxonomy (Section 2). The definitions of each attribute are summed up in the following points (Figure 1):
• Built Bitcoin Client [20]: For the study, a Bitcoin client that was specifically built is employed. This property is applicable for research utilising the network and favouring a tailored customer to satisfy specific needs.
• Performs Actual Deanonymisation [20]: Deanonymisation was accomplished in the studies using transactions as well as information technologies of the off-network.
• Performs Flow Analysis [20]: The analysis of a Bitcoin user’s fund transfers within a defined time frame or a particular set of transactions is facilitated through blockchain data analysis. This method also allows for the monitoring of Bitcoin transfers between transactions and specific addresses.
• Analysing Network by Calculating Network Metrics [20]: The assessment of the Bitcoin network is conducted based on its network metrics, which include the measured edge number, density and average path length across both user transactions and networks.
• Analyses Network Using Hidden Services [22,24]: When users employ services for anonymity, like TOR, I2P, and TRR, this case gets handled in Bitcoin networks.
• Training Machine Learning Models [25,26]: To anticipate the legality of unknown Bitcoin transactions, models based on the graph data’s properties were trained.
• Performs Time Series Analysis [26]: The network’s future prospects are projected using this characteristic.
• Performs Weight Analysis [25]: The Bitcoin amount transferred between every sender’s Bitcoin address and the recipient’s Bitcoin address is configured to a percentage. Therefore, the deanonymisation process is
made straightforward by using a weight analysis approach to gather information about linked individuals who need to be emphasised.

- **Tools for Downloading Blockchain Data [20]**: Certain tools, for example, APIs created on Bitcoin core, extract blockchain data, extending Bitcoin core and providing more indexing to improve address queries. Additional examples include Scraper and Bitcoin Core Client S/W.

- **Build Visual Analysis System for Bitcoin Transactions [25,27,28]**: The deanonymisation process proves successful when real-world data resources are incorporated into a system of visual analysis created for Bitcoin transactions. This system utilises a graph database to evaluate the entity-level data within the transaction network. Graph visualisation allows for the straightforward calculation of paths between any two destinations.

- **Uses Analytical Tools [28]**: A modular framework called BitIodine, using details about users' identities and actions gleaned from publicly accessible data sources, will automatically recognise users and identify and reverse pathways among addresses or users, supporting the manual inquiry.

- **Analysis Included Twitter Data [27,29]**: Public Bitcoin addresses can be utilised on mean crawled online social networks, like Twitter.

- **Uses Real World Data [20,25]**: The studies use actual data.

- **Analyses Legacy Wallets [30]**: Bitcoin wallets older than 0.12 are called old wallets. Avoiding new and changing public keys, which users should specifically demand, prevents the reuse of addresses.

- **Investigates a Real-World Case [20,25,29]**: An actual theft or a ransomware case may be looked into using off-network data and analysis of blockchain data in order to demonstrate the effects of linkage and further explain how to deanonymise people in past times using Bitcoin addresses.

- **Perform Methods for Expanding the Set of Bitcoin Addresses [29]**: Much like the process of conducting wallet closure analysis, wallet closure analysis aims to augment the number of Bitcoin addresses controlled by a user and establish diverse mappings between addresses and identities. One approach to achieving this is by expanding the connections between users and hidden services, thereby diversifying the array of Bitcoin addresses each user holds.

- **Investigates Inactive Addresses/Bitcoins [19,20,31,32]**: Examining addresses stopped being used and related Bitcoins stopped being used in circulation uses off-network information blockchain data. This property can be used to calculate how many of these addresses there are compared with all other addresses or how many Bitcoins are located at these addresses. Examples include sink addresses, dormant Bitcoin addresses, and change addresses.

- **Uses Metrics to Measure the Success of a Clustering Strategy [25,30]**: Several metrics can be used to gauge the effectiveness of a clustering strategy. Currently, the precision and recall metrics have been utilised. Precision is defined as the ratio of correctly identified public keys to the totality of public keys found by the method. Recall represents the percentage of all public keys in the wallet that were successfully recognised out of all the public keys.

- **Privacy or Anonymity Improvement Measures [20]**: The study describes how to enhance anonymity or privacy.

- **Metrics to Evaluate Privacy or Anonymity [20]**: In Bitcoin, measures for evaluating anonymity or privacy are provided.

- **Predictions [25,26,33]**: Besides making theoretical forecasts and educated guesses, a future research direction is considered and proposed.

- **Uses Adversary [24,29,32–36]**: This characteristic shows a potential attacker who can discover or gain access to the Bitcoin addresses of Tor concealed services and the individuals who use them.

- **Uses Threat Model [34,37]**: If a malicious Bitcoin node attempts an attack by employing a deceptive node to connect input and output addresses on the blockchain to reveal users' actual identities and transaction patterns, it can pose a serious threat. A deceptive node could actively employ Bitcoin wallet functionalities to create Bitcoin addresses and transactions. Such a deceptive node may be integrated into the Bitcoin network, leading to a deliberate and effective attempt to establish a connection between a user and an address.

- **Gives Cost Information of Performed Study [38]**: The expense associated with research or attacking can be quantified according to financial resources, storage capacity or time.
2.2 Bitcoin network based on blockchain aspect for supporting metaverse environment of Industry 5.0

The adoption of blockchain technology within Bitcoin networks is of paramount importance. In contrast, every peer within the Bitcoin network maintains a blockchain replica that acts as a form of public ledger [24]. Anonymity and privacy in Bitcoin networks are therefore regarded as crucial attributes. Numerous researchers have illustrated that the utilisation of Bitcoin networks, hereafter referred to as “Bitcoin Networks,” unveils intriguing avenues for future research. Each Bitcoin network’s articles are classified using the suggested taxonomy (Figure 2) based on how they use the development attributes for anonymity and privacy.

Reid and Harrigan [27] considered the topological structure of a couple of networks based on the public transaction history of Bitcoin. It illustrated the existence of a non-trivial topological structure, which complements the perspectives presented by these networks, and explored the ramifications of the anonymity of the Bitcoin system. They investigated an alleged theft of Bitcoins, which at the time of the theft had a market value of roughly 500,000 US dollars, by combining these structures with outside data and methods like context discovery and flow analysis. They used the development attributes such as Performs Actual Deanonymization, Performs Flow Analysis, Analyses Network by Calculating Network Metrics, Builds Visual Analysis System for Bitcoin Transactions, Analyses Twitter Data, Investigates a Case of Real-World, and Ensures Privacy or Anonymity Improvement Measures to conduct the study. Androulaki et al. [36] used the development attributes Uses Real World Data, Privacy or Anonymity Improvement Measures, Uses Metrics to Evaluate Privacy or Anonymity, and Uses Adversary to look into how Bitcoin’s privacy features function when it is utilised as the major form of payment. To be more specific, they examined the actual Bitcoin system and a simulator that faithfully simulated university students utilising Bitcoin to evaluate the level of privacy it provides. Ober et al. [32] used development attributes such as Investigates Inactive Addresses/Bitcoins, Metrics to Evaluate Privacy or Anonymity, and Uses Adversary, to carry out empirical research in their study on network dynamics, network structure, and problems related to anonymity in addition to providing recommendations for the development of complicated payment systems in the future. Thus, they discovered dynamic effects, some of which promote anonymity while others diminish it. Ortega [39] conducted research using a development attribute, Privacy or Anonymity Improvement Measures, to study the anonymity of the Bitcoin network. Baumann et al. [40] utilised the graph mining algorithms and current data to conduct network analysis of the Bitcoin transaction graph. Different aggregations and sub-graphs of the network were subjected to analysis using development attributes, namely, Performs Actual Deanonymisation and Analyses Network by Calculating Network Metrics. Meiklejohn et al. [19] investigated the Bitcoin network employing development attributes such as Performs Actual Deanonymization, Performs Flow Analysis, Investigates a Case of Real-World, Investigates Inactive Addresses/Bitcoins [28] used BitIodine, combining addresses that probably pertain...
to the same person or a group of users, classify and label these people and addresses and visualise complex data taken from the Bitcoin network. They carried out the study utilising developmental attributes such as Performs Actual Deanonymization, Performs Flow Analysis, Uses Tools for Downloading Blockchain Data, Builds Visual Analysis System for Bitcoin Transactions, Uses Analytical Tools, Investigates a Case of Real-World and Gives Cost Information of Performed Study. Nick [30] utilised development attributes such as Uses Real World Data, Analyses Legacy Wallets, Uses Metrics to Measure the Success of a Clustering Strategy and Uses Privacy or Anonymity Improvement Measures to evaluate the performance of various clustering algorithms in the digital peer-to-peer currency Bitcoin. Zhao and Guan [41] made use of development attributes, including Performs Flow Analysis, Analyses Network by Calculating Network Metrics and Investigates a Case of Real-World to describe a graph-based approach for studying the identity clustering and currency flow aspects of Bitcoin transactions. Fleder et al. [37] employed attributes of development such as Performs Actual Deanonymisation, Performs Flow Analysis, Tools for Downloading Blockchain Data, Investigates a Real-World Case, and Uses Threat Model to develop a system for scraping Bitcoin addresses. Along with that, they added a system for connecting users to transactions using erroneous transaction data. Möser et al. [38] reported the findings of the first systematic examination of Bitcoin’s anti-money laundering (AML) potential and constraints. It attempted to link anonymous transactions to their test accounts using reverse methodologies in a series of experiments to learn how the system worked. The ramifications for Bitcoin as a decentralised currency are discussed, along with alternative AML procedures that they drew up that consider a lack of knowledge about genuine identities while still utilising transaction graph public information. They employed development attributes, such as Performs Flow Analysis, Uses Tools for Downloading Blockchain Data, Uses Metrics to Evaluate Privacy or Anonymity, and Gives Cost Information of Performed Study to achieve the investigation. Using real-time transaction flow gathered over a five-month period, they provided a novel method to build and assess mappings [22]. They created heuristics for determining who owns what Bitcoin addresses and IP addresses. They focused on the circumstances in which these links became obvious and showed how utilising anomalous relaying behaviour roughly maps 1,000 Bitcoin addresses to their likely owner IPs. They used the development attributes Built Bitcoin Client and Gives Cost Information of Performed Study to conduct the study [35] developed a successful method for deanonymising Bitcoin users. Their methods prove effective even in the most common and challenging scenarios where users are shielded by their Internet Service Providers’ Network Address Translators (NATs) or firewalls. These methods facilitate the connection of a user’s transactions that take place behind a NAT while distinguishing between the connections and transactions of multiple users who share the same NAT. They demonstrated how the Bitcoin network’s anti-DoS defences might be used to bypass a natural defence of using Tor or other anonymity services to lessen these new threats, they suggested a number of countermeasures. They achieved that by utilising development attributes Built Bitcoin Client, Analyses Network which uses Hidden Services, Uses Privacy or Anonymity Improvement Measures, Uses Adversary and Gives Cost Information of Performed Study. Additionally, by integrating Tor and Bitcoin, as demonstrated by ref. [24], an attack vector for deterministic and covert man-in-the-middle attacks is created. When users choose to connect directly to the Bitcoin network, they demonstrated how an attacker may fingerprint them, identify them and discover their IP address. They accomplished this by employing development attributes like Builds Bitcoin Client; Analyses Network, which Uses Hidden Services, Privacy or Anonymity Improvement Measures and Uses Adversary. Fanti and Viswanath [33] modelled the Bitcoin networking stack and examined its anonymity characteristics before and after 2015. The study considered recent adversarial models and propagation techniques. They theoretically demonstrated that, in networks with a regular-tree topology, Bitcoin’s networking protocols (from before and after 2015) give subpar anonymity characteristics. It used a 2015 snapshot of the actual Bitcoin peer-to-peer (P2P) network topology in simulation to verify their assertion, which was accomplished by utilising specific developmental attributes like Analyses Network by Calculating Network Metrics, Uses Real World Data, Predictions and Uses Adversary. By merging blockchain and network data, Neudecker and Hartenstein [31] investigated whether the clustering process might be facilitated. They used all relevant clustering heuristics they were aware of for this purpose and applied them to the data in the current blockchain, then linked the resulting clusters to IP address data they had gleaned by studying the Bitcoin network's message flooding procedure. The analysis was accomplished using the development attributes Investigates Inactive Addresses/Bitcoins and Gives Cost Information
of Performed Study. With a particular focus on how it is distributed among various autonomous systems, [42] revealed unique insights regarding the P2P network of Bitcoin. They travelled the P2P network of Bitcoin in a protocol-compliant way while gathering data on the network's size, clients, and distribution across autonomous systems. They employed development attributes such as Tools for Downloading Blockchain Data and Metrics to Evaluate Privacy or Anonymity [29] used publicly available data from online social networks, the blockchain and onion websites to do a study on the viability of de-anonymising Tor hiding services used by users who pay with Bitcoin. The study used development attributes such as Performs Actual Deanonymisation, Performs Flow Analysis, Analyses Network Which Using Hidden Services, Using Tools for Downloading Blockchain Data, Using Analysis Including Twitter Data, Investigates a Case of Real-World, Performs Methods for Expanding the Set of Bitcoin Addresses, Using Privacy or Anonymity Improvement Measures, Uses Adversary, Gives Cost Information of Performed Study. Nerurkar et al. [26] explored the local topologies and architecture of the Bitcoin networks throughout its early years in this study. They processed transaction data for Bitcoin spanning from January 3, 2009, at 12:45:05 GMT, to May 8, 2020, at 13:21:33 GMT to construct a Bitcoin user graph. The user’s graph was examined at ten intervals, each with a break of one year, between 2009 and 2020. They employed development attributes such as Analyses Network by Calculating Network Metrics, Training Machine Learning Models, Performs Time Series Analysis, Predictions, Gives Cost Information of Performed Study. Lv et al. [25] developed a system for visual analysis of Bitcoin transactions using a graph-based database and leveraged various authentic database resources to scrutinise exchanges’ entity information during the procedure, attempting to understand the implications of deanonymisation. The investigation is carried out by employing the following development attributes: Performs Actual Deanonymisation, Performs Flow Analysis, Trains Machine Learning Models, Performs Weight Analysis, Builds Visual Analysis System for Bitcoin Transactions, Uses Real-World Data, Investigates a Case of Real-World, Uses Metrics to Measure the Success of a Clustering Strategy, Predictions, and Gives Cost Information of Performed Study. Ansah et al. [34] underscored the significance of the protection of user identification and transaction history within Bitcoin cryptocurrency transactions in their research. The development attributes employed were Uses Privacy or Anonymity Improvement Measures, Adversary and Threat Model. Over the initial decade of the Bitcoin network’s existence, Kumar et al. [43] conducted a research study to investigate the network’s architecture and geometry on a local level by constructing a Bitcoin user graph through the processing of data from Bitcoin transactions. The study employed the development attributes Analyses Network by Calculating Network Metrics, Gives Cost Information of Performed Study.

3 Critical review of Bitcoin networks that analysed anonymity and privacy characteristic properties

Many academics have become interested in the literature regarding Bitcoin networks. Table 1 lists the various sets of attributes included in each network under the major category of Bitcoin networks. A total of 24 development attributes were used to examine the networks. The major Bitcoin category includes 22 networks. Table 1 shows that 22 Bitcoin networks were provided, two of which (29%) had seven development attributes, whereas six (16%) had four development attributes. Three (12%) of the Bitcoin networks had three development attributes, whereas one (4%) only had one. Three (20%) of the Bitcoin networks had five development attributes, compared with five (8%) networks with two. Ten development attributes were present in two Bitcoin networks (41%). The Gives Cost Information of Performed Study attribute had an overall present rate of 40.90%.

The attributes Uses Privacy or Anonymity Improvement Measures and Performs Flow Analysis had a current rate of 36.36% in contrast to this. The attributes Uses Adversary, Investigates a Case of Real-World and Performs Actual Deanonymisation had a present rate of 31.81%. The present rates for the attributes Analyses Network by Calculating Network Metrics and Using Tools for Downloading Blockchain Data were 27.27 and 22.72%, respectively. The attributes Uses Metrics to Evaluate Privacy or Anonymity and Uses Real World Data had a present rate of 18.18%. The attributes Makes Predictions, Investigates Inactive Addresses/Bitcoins, Builds
Table 1: The analysing studies of Bitcoin networks for supporting the metaverse environment in Industry 5.0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BN1 (27)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>29.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN2 (36)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>16.66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN3 (32)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN4 (39)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN5 (40)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>31.81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN6 (19)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>16.66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN7 (26)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN8 (30)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>16.66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN9 (41)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>16.66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN10 (37)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN11 (38)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>20.83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN12 (33)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>16.66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN13 (35)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN14 (24)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>20.83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN15 (31)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>16.66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN16 (30)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN17 (42)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN18 (29)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>31.81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN19 (36)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>16.66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN20 (25)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>41.66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN21 (40)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN22 (40)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


BN stands for Bitcoin Network.
Visual Analysis System for Bitcoin Transactions, Analyses Network which Use Hidden Services, Built Bitcoin Client existed with a present rate of 13.63%. The attributes Uses Threat Model, Uses Metrics to Measure the Success of a Clustering Strategy and Analyses Included Twitter Data had the present rate of 9.09%. For the attributes Training Machine Learning Models, the current rate was 8.33%. The final attributes Uses Analytical Tools, Performs Weight Analysis, Performs Time Series Analysis, Analyses Legacy Wallets and Performs Methods for Expanding the Set of Bitcoin Addresses had a present rate of 4.54%.

In light of these considerations, research has revealed that the development attributes of different Bitcoin network alternatives directly impact anonymity and privacy. The analysis process of Bitcoin networks necessitates a combination of developmental attributes related to anonymity and privacy to cater to the metaverse environment of Industry 5.0. However, no study has examined the combined effects of all the development attributes related to anonymity and privacy on the alternative Bitcoin networks or utilised them as evaluation attributes. Therefore, modelling the ideal Bitcoin network is important and difficult. Three pivotal aspects must be tackled to create an effective model of Bitcoin networks in the context of Industry 5.0’s metaverse: the multitude of anonymity and privacy evaluation attributes, the importance of attributes, and the data variability [44]. Previous studies in Bitcoin networks employed certain development attributes like “Built Bitcoin Client,” “Uses Ground Truth Data,” “Performs Flow Analysis,” and “Analyses Network by Calculating Network Metrics.” Therefore, a multitude of attributes must be considered when modelling these networks to suit the metaverse environment of Industry 5.0. These development attributes have been combined in diverse ways in prior research, leading to a lack of consensus on their relative importance. Moreover, given that certain Bitcoin networks exhibit excellence in specific attributes while others surpass them in different aspects, the emergence of a complex MADM becomes a challenge when modelling for Industry 5.0’s metaverse environment. Decision-making, a ubiquitous human activity [44], encompasses the process of deciding on the Bitcoin network that will best support Industry 5.0’s metaverse environment, considering particular attributes. This process shapes the future direction of the metaverse within the framework of Industry 5.0. The existing Bitcoin networks must not be compared as a single homogeneous platform because of their inherent differences. This distinction will continue to be relevant in future research and analysis concerning the implementation of the metaverse environment in Industry 5.0, highlighting it as a research gap.

4 Obstacles and problems of Bitcoin network evaluation and benchmarking for supporting metaverse environment in Industry 5.0

Numerous researchers made attempts to model Bitcoin networks for supporting the metaverse environment in Industry 5.0 via the incorporation of various development attributes [1]. However, none of them evaluated and benchmarked Bitcoin networks’ development attributes. Moreover, analysing and comparing Industry 5.0 networks in Bitcoin to choose the best network is challenging. Furthermore, this process is made more difficult by the various ways that these evaluation attributes might be combined in Bitcoin Industry 5.0 networks. Given these discrepancies, comparing the current networks from one perspective to the other would be unfair. Multiple evaluation attributes, the significance of the attributes and data variation are three pressing challenges that must be resolved in comparing Bitcoin Industry 5.0 networks to close the research gap [2]. Details on these concerns are provided in the ensuing subsections (Figure 3).

4.1 Concern with the multiple Bitcoin network evaluation attributes

The availability of multiple evaluation attributes makes evaluating and benchmarking Bitcoin networks challenging for supporting the metaverse environment in Industry 5.0. The optimal network must be chosen
during the benchmarking procedure [2]. Twenty-four attributes can be used for benchmarking Bitcoin networks. When benchmarking Bitcoin networks, the difficulty with the multiplicity of attributes that were outlined in both scenarios will become apparent. This issue is regarded as the real issue that has to be addressed.

Figure 4 illustrates how the selection procedure may be impacted by the respective attributes of each Bitcoin network for supporting the metaverse environment in Industry 5.0. Choosing the optimal network in this situation is difficult because Bitcoin network A might be modelled first based on the Built Bitcoin Client attribute. In contrast, the Performs Actual Deanonymisation attribute allows Bitcoin network B to be rated first. A curious question is raised in this scenario: which Bitcoin network will be modelled first (model = 1)? Given that using a single measure to compare the performance of Bitcoin industry 5.0 networks is considered unfair, numerous evaluation attributes need to be considered.

4.2 Concerns with relative significance of the Bitcoin networks’ evaluation attributes

Various developmental attributes have been employed to facilitate the advancement of Bitcoin networks, with the aim of bolstering their role in supporting the metaverse environment in Industry 5.0 and enhancing their overall services. Depending on their goals, these development attributes have varying relative importance. Reid and Harrigan [27] used development attributes such as Performs Actual Deanonymisation, Performs Flow Analysis, Analyses Network by Calculating Network Metrics, Builds Visual Analysis System for Bitcoin Transactions, Analyses Included Twitter Data, Investigates a Case of Real-World, Privacy or Anonymity Improvement Measures.

Figure: Challenges with benchmarking and evaluating the Bitcoin networks for supporting metaverse environment in Industry 5.0.

Figure 4: Multiple attributes evaluation concerns of Bitcoin network for supporting metaverse environment in Industry 5.0 and contribution processes.
Meiklejohn et al. [19] investigated using the development attributes such as Performs Actual Deanonymisation, Performs Flow Analysis, Investigates a Case of Real-World and Investigates Inactive Addresses/Bitcoins [30] employed the development attributes Uses Real World Data, Analysis Legacy Wallets, Uses Metrics to Measure the Success of a Clustering Strategy, and Uses Privacy or Anonymity Improvement Measures. The relative importance of attributes varied in these three scenarios. Each attribute’s proportional weight, which is regarded as a problem in assessing and benchmarking Bitcoin, is crucial to consider each attribute’s proportional weight properly, which is regarded as a problem in assessing and benchmarking Bitcoin. Thus, the benchmarking procedure is significantly complicated by the variance in importance across the attribute. This problem can be addressed by developing a suitable approach that prioritises development attributes over other considerations. Each set of attributes should be evaluated to ascertain each attribute’s relative importance to the others, as shown in Figure 5. This evaluation will assist in resolving the issue of the significance of the attributes. As a result, each attribute should be assigned a fair amount of weight during the evaluation procedure, depending on how significant it is to the Bitcoin network.

4.3 Concerns about the data variation

The difficulty in benchmark tasks for Bitcoin networks for supporting metaverse environment in Industry 5.0 escalates proportionately to data variation. Given the disparity in the amount of data accessible for various attributes, decision-makers have difficulty comparing alternatives (Bitcoin networks). Zhao and Guan [41] conducted the study using development attributes (i.e. Performs Flow Analysis, Analyses Network by Calculating Network Metrics and Investigates a Case of the Real-World). Fleder et al. [37] completed the analysis using development attributes Performs Actual Deanonymisation, Performs Flow Analysis, Uses Tools for Downloading Blockchain Data, Investigates a Real-World Case and Uses Threat Model. Möser et al. [38] used the development attributes Performs Flow Analysis, Uses Tools for Downloading Blockchain Data, Uses Metrics to Evaluate Privacy or Anonymity, and Give Cost information of Performed Study. For each scenario, the data for these attributes varied among the high, higher and highest levels. Therefore, resolving this problem is essential because it makes choosing easier when working with large amounts of data. To ensure a better selection process, according to Figure 6, data variations could occur if the attribute’s maximisation strategies impact data for alternatives (high, higher, and highest levels). Bitcoin networks’ assessment and benchmarking to enable their support for the metaverse within Industry 5.0 will lead to complicated multiple attributes decision-making challenges following these concerns (Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3). However, assessing and benchmarking these networks according to different development attributes still have a problem.
5 Theoretical background of multi-attributes analysis in Bitcoin networks and economy for supporting metaverse environment in Industry 5.0

The operational research and decision sciences subfield is known as MADM, which considers various attributes and describes the decision under many attributes, where experts or decision makers must select from a range of possibilities alternatives and options while taking a variety of characteristics/attributes that describe the options that are being considered [45,46]. Thokala et al. [47] defined the subsequent essential steps of the MADM process: A decision matrix is created, uncertainty is dealt with, attributes are weighted, alternatives are scored and the decision problem is identified. The steps are (i) determining decision-making issue, (ii) determining and choosing attributes, (iii) determining probable alternatives, (iv) hiring specialists to conduct a

![Diagram of Bitcoin Network Evaluation Attributes](image)

**Figure 6:** The concern on data variation of Bitcoin networks to support metaverse environment in Industry 5.0 and contribution procedures.
reliable assessment, (v) building a decision matrix, and (vi) handling uncertainty. Several studies are frequently utilised for processing MADM problems in various fields and areas associated with Bitcoin, other cryptocurrencies and blockchain. Zolfani et al. and Maghsoodi [48,49] carried out studies on the application of MADM approaches in cryptocurrency portfolio allocation. Siddiqui and Haroon [50] conducted a study to detect and track essential variables influencing the slow progress of blockchain technology’s adoption. Zulqarnain et al. [51] carried out a study to conduct an operational and appropriate exploration of the cryptocurrency market. Filatovas et al. [52] introduced a framework for selecting the best consensus protocols. Mohanty and Dash and Dinshaw et al. [53,54] conducted studies to forecast the price of Bitcoin accurately. In the current technology world, Ecer et al. [55] sought to identify the best cryptocurrencies for investing within their study. Farida and Khasanah [56] conducted a study to evaluate and identify the most suitable public blockchain platforms. Hacioglu et al. [57] determined the optimum cryptocurrency mining strategy in their study.

6 MADM methods

The literature has a wide variety of MADM methods, each with features and drawbacks [44,58–63]. Mathematical- and human-based approaches are two groups into which MADM methods are divided in the studies by Salih et al. [64,65]. The first is employed for modelling alternatives depending on several evaluation attributes. The second is employed for determining how important each evaluation attribute should be given. The most popular MADM mathematical approaches are the Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS), Simple Additive Weighting, VlseKriterijumska Optimizacija i Kompromisno Resenje (VIKOR) and Multi-Objective Optimisation based on a Ratio Analysis plus the Full Multiplicative Form (MULTIMOORA). Studies and own analysis show that none of the approaches above have been employed to model the identified Bitcoin network-based metaverse. However, MULTIMOORA is the preferred and most suitable method because it models ideal solutions. The triple subordinate modelling methods that gave MULTIMOORA strength are described in Table 2. Thus, the MULTIMOORA can be used to compare and choose the best Bitcoin network for supporting metaverse environment in Industry 5.0. MULTIMOORA is unable to determine the weights of the attributes. The usage of an external approach must thus be used to calculate the attributes’ weights. This calculation is accomplished in the literature using human-based approaches.

Table 2: The three subordinate modelling methods of MULTIMOORA and their relation with other MADM approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subordinate Modelling Methods</th>
<th>Brief Description</th>
<th>The Relationship between Methods and other MADM Approaches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ratio System</td>
<td>The fully compensatory model makes use of the arithmetic weighted aggregation operator, which implies that the same degree of big values could fully compensate for the minor normalised values of an alternative [66]</td>
<td>SAW serves as the basis for the ratio system. Other MADM methods like WASPAS and MOOSRA used the ratio system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference Point Approach</td>
<td>According to this approach, the best alternative has the lowest value across all attributes. As a model that is not compensatory, the lowest-rated options are chosen to represent the best value by identifying those that perform the worst performance in relation to each attribute [66]</td>
<td>TOPSIS and VIKOR were included in the group of ‘Goal or Reference Level Models’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Multiplicative Form</td>
<td>A partially compensatory approach, the Full Multiplicative Form makes use of the geometric weighted aggregation operator. This approach prevented an alternative’s low normalised values from being totally offset by high values. Given this problem, a moderately performing alternative is preferable to one that performs poorly on some attributes while doing well on others [66]</td>
<td>Other MADM methods, such as WASPAS, use the idea of a Full Multiplicative Form</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.1 MULTIMOORA

An effective method for making decisions based on multiple attributes is MULTIMOORA [66]. MULTIMOORA produces a model by integrating the findings from three methods of modelling: the Ratio System, Reference Point Approach and Full Multiplicative Form. MOORA (Multi-Objective Optimisation based on a Ratio Analysis), which combines the Ratio System and Reference Point Approach, was introduced in 2006 by Brauers and Zavadskas [67]. In 2010, Brauers and Zavadskas [68] upgraded MOORA to MULTIMOORA, implementing the Full Multiplicative Form and using Dominance Theory for generating a holistic modelling according to the results of triple subordinate methods. Ratio System and the Full Multiplicative Form both belong to the first group of MADM approaches, while Reference Point Approach belongs to the second. Ratio System, Reference Point Approach, and Full Multiplicative Form are subordinate modelling methods used by MULTIMOORA that are described in Table 2, which also uses the vector normalisation method to produce similar ratings. Every one of the three modelling approaches has pros and cons, which is why MULTIMOORA employs multiple strategies. Before using the ratings in an MADM model, they need to be normalised because the ratings of the alternatives on the problem’s various attributes could come in various dimensions. In MADM approaches, many normalisation strategies have been used [66]. Liao et al. [69] compared several normalising strategies. Van Delft and Nijkamp (also known as Vector) Normalisation, is the most trusted option to employ in MULTIMOORA according to Brauers et al. [70]. The ratio system is helpful when “independent” attributes are present in the problem because it is a completely compensating model.

The Full Multiplicative Form, which is not fully compensatory, is useful for situations with “dependent” attributes. Ratio System and Full Multiplicative Form are being contrasted using the “conservative” Reference Point Approach, a non-compensatory approach. Ratio System and Full Multiplicative Form present opportunities to compensate for an alternative’s subpar performance on one attribute with excellent performance on another (although the compensation levels for the two procedures are not comparable). Reference Point Approach does not. Given that the problem may contain both “dependent” and “independent” attributes simultaneously, MULTIMOORA combines the three methods to capitalise on each one’s advantages and yield a result more trustworthy than the combination of its parts [71].

6.1.1 Methods of weighting attributes

When analysing the overall utility values of the problem’s alternatives, attribute weights are crucial because of the many different attributes in the MADM problem, and their significance is not always the same [72]. Weights are important parameters when determining how each attribute affects the outcome [73]. The weights assigned to the attributes could be subjective based on the views of experts or objectively determined by how well the decision matrix’s data is organised. One expert or several decision-makers may be used in the process of weighing the attributes [74]. AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process), which employs the idea of pairwise comparison, is a widely used approach for subjective weighting. BWM, (Best Worst Method) based on comparison using the best and worst attributes, is another significant subjective weighting system. Various methods, like Entropy and CRITIC (Criteria Importance Through Intercriteria Correlation), fall within the heading of objective weighting methods. The contrast between attributes has been provided for MULTIMOORA models using several weighting methods. These weighting methods are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7 shows that the number of subjective weighting methods (i.e. both seven items) is equivalent to the ones used by objective weighting methods. Following their scientific backgrounds, three categories of weighting methods can be identified [66]: (i) Decision-making and operations research methods include AHP, BWM, SWARA, DE-MATEL, TOPSIS-Inspired Method, Optimisation Model, MACBETH, and Numeric Logic. (ii) Statistical analysis techniques include the Choquet Integral, Statistical Variance, CRITIC, Maximising Deviation Method and Logarithmic Least Square Method. (iii) Engineering Entropy in Practice includes methods that can serve as MADM approaches because they can be used to calculate the relative utility of alternatives. Entropy originates from thermodynamics theory and is a key idea in engineering. Figure 8 shows the distribution of MULTIMOORA’s Weighting Methods based on their percentage frequency in references.
As illustrated by Figure 8, the study's data show that the entropy approach gained 8.5 percentage frequencies, which equals 21%. The AHP method gained 7.5 percentage frequencies (19%). SWARA method obtained 6.6 percentage frequencies (16%). The percentage frequencies of BWM, DEMATEL, and Statistical Variance methods were 2.8, equal to 7%. Moreover, the CRITIC and Maximising Deviation Method gained 1.9 percentage frequencies.

Figure 7: Weighting methods for attributes in MULTIMOORA and its application domains.

Figure 8: Distribution of MULTIMOORAs' weighting methods.
percentage frequencies, which equals 5%. Finally, Choquet Integral, Logarithmic Least Square Method, MAC-BETH, Numeric Logic, Optimisation Model, and TOPSIS-Inspired Method gained 0.9 percentage frequency, which equals 2%. Overall, given what has been explained above and concerning the weighting approaches’ main flaws, which are represented by data variation, their lack of reliance on expert opinion (concerning the objective approaches) and the issue of inconsistency (concerning the subjective approaches), own investigation reveals that none of the methods have been used to calculate the anonymity and privacy attributes. However, the FWZIC method [75] outperformed these methods (i.e. AHP, ANP, and BWM). Therefore, it can be used to evaluate the privacy and anonymity attributes of Bitcoin networks for supporting the metaverse environment of Industry 5.0.

6.1.1.1 FWZIC
Irrespective of the number of attributes involved, the FWZIC approach [75,76] is used to establish weight coefficients for attributes exhibiting zero inconsistency. For a certain hierarchy level, the FWZIC approach accurately and separately determined each attribute’s local and global weight coefficient values, yielding zero inconsistency [75]. Additionally, using experts’ preferences, the FWZIC method can determine the weighting of every attribute in the decision-making procedure [76]. It is used in smart e-tourism information management applications, where the inconsistency problem is successfully solved [76] and weights many-objective optimisation algorithms [75]. The privacy and anonymity attributes of Bitcoin networks are used to support Industry 5.0’s metaverse environment. Triangular fuzzy numbers (TFNs) are employed in the original FWZIC approach [75], whereas each membership grade input is represented as a crisp value [77]. The challenge of directly defining membership values in TFNs was covered in the study by Liao [78]. TFNs also fell short of direct modelling and reducing the consequences of uncertainty for data [79]. The same research team expanded the FWZIC approach utilising trapezoidal fuzzy numbers (TrFN) [76]. TrFN can describe second-order uncertainty [80], define the precise membership function [81] and facilitate simple calculations [82]. All intermediate degrees of membership, except for 0 or 1, were linearised by TrFN [82], which may not be accepted if we concentrate on a specific level of uncertainty. The issues of ambiguity, hesitation, and uncertainty significantly impact the final score given to the alternatives in MADM. Usually, these problems are a result of decision-makers’ opinions. Vagueness, hesitancy, and uncertainty in information can be identified and conveyed in various manners. As a way to address these decision-making problems, fuzzy set theory has become increasingly popular [83].

Thus, FWZIC expanded under additional fuzzy set environments, such as neutrosophic fuzzy sets [44], Pythagorean fuzzy sets (PyFSs) [84], cubic Pythagorean fuzzy environment [85], interval type-2 trapezoidal fuzzy environment (IT2TR) [76], dual-hesitant fuzzy environment [86], q-rung orthopair fuzzy environment (q-ROFs) [87], and T-spherical fuzzy environment (T-SFS) [61]. A list of fuzzy set environments used with FWZIC is shown in Figure 9. The problems of ambiguity, hesitation, and doubt continue to be unresolved despite these attempts.

6.1.1.1.1 Linear Diophantine fuzzy set (LDFS)
Ambiguous language is frequently utilised to convey the limitations of human cognition thinking along with decision-making knowledge. Several scholars have embraced fuzzy sets to address the uncertainty and ambiguity that are issues associated with MADM concerns. Typically, decision-making under uncertainty is difficult because of the problematic position of predicting and managing such uncertainties. Utilising the ideas of membership grades (denoted by \(\mu(x)\)) and non-membership grades (denoted by \(v(x)\)) and a restriction in which the sum of both of these grades could not be greater than unity, Atanassov [88] developed intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IFSs) as the extension of a fuzzy set. The components of intuitionistic fuzzy objects were given a geometrical interpretation by Atanassov [89]. However, in some actual cases, an alternative satisfying a decision-maker-specified attribute may have membership and non-membership degrees that add up to more than 1, but their sum of squares does not exceed or equivalent to 1.
Thus, Yager [90,91] developed a Pythagorean fuzzy set (PFS) having membership and non-membership degrees. It meets the requirement that the sum of the squares from its membership and non-membership degrees is less than or equal to 1. PFS is occasionally known as IFSs of type 2 in the studies by Yager and Ali [92,93]. Many researchers have looked at the q-rung orthopair fuzzy set (q-ROFS) model to extend the reach of IFS and PFS. Molodtsov [94] developed the concept of a new class of sets, commonly known as soft sets, as a mathematical model for classifying uncertainty. Soft and fuzzy soft sets (FSSs) are grouped together in lattices with full modularity for some binary operations. Therefore, logical relationships such as implications, triangular norms and triangular co-norms can be looked into [95]. Several findings of generalised intuitionistic FSSs and their implementations were published by Agarwal et al. [96]. In the study by Mahmood et al. [97], applications for decision-making and diagnosing illnesses were examined, and a unique idea of the spherical fuzzy set with the T-SFS was offered. Cagman et al. [98] introduced the FSS theory and its uses in decision-making. Cheng-Ming [99] created the idea of fuzzy topological spaces. Coker [100] presented the idea of intuitionistic fuzzy topological space. Generalised intuitionistic fuzzy interactive geometric interaction operators utilising Einstein t-norm and t-conorm, generalised Pythagorean fuzzy information aggregation using Einstein operations, accuracy function within interval-valued Pythagorean fuzzy environment and its applications in decision-making issues were introduced [101,102]. A multi-attribute fuzzy decision-making method based on vague set theory was created by Chen and Tan [103]. Tversky and Kahneman [104] outlined a number of improvements to the theory of possibilities for the cumulative representation of uncertainty. The concept of Dombi’s operators was established by Dombi [105] through the assistance of t-norm and t-conorm. Feng et al. [106,107] created an adjustable strategy according to an FSS to address problems with decision-making. They presented a novel view on generalised intuitionistic FSSs with numerical examples. Jose [108] investigated aggregation operators, scoring functions, and accuracy functions to MADM (IFNs) according to intuitionistic fuzzy numbers [109] constructed aggregation methods on cubic IFNs and provided a decision-making application. Mahmood et al. [110] developed generalised aggregation operators for cubic hesitant fuzzy numbers and showed how they may be used in MADM problems. Studies by Riaz and Raza Hashmi [111,112] covered FPFS-topology, FPFS-metric and FPFS-compact spaces. The researchers developed fuzzy neutrosophic soft-mapping fixed point theorems using its decision-making. Researchers [113,114] produced a few findings about soft, rough topology, N-soft topology, bipolar fuzzy soft topology and bipolar neutrosophic topology and its applications to MADM problems. Zhan et al. and Zhan and Alcantud [115,116] proposed
the ideas of rough soft hemirings and soft rough covering with regard to multi-attribute group decision-making problems [117,118] created fuzzy soft-covering base fuzzy rough sets, fuzzy soft coverings base fuzzy rough sets and coverings on extended intuitionistic fuzzy rough sets with their applications to MADM problems. Xu [119] presented intuitionistic fuzzy aggregation operators. Intuitionistic fuzzy information aggregation theory and its applications were covered by Ze-Shui and Cai [120]. Liao et al. [121] introduced the idea of hesitant fuzzy sets and various hesitant fuzzy aggregation operations. Ye [122] described interval-valued hesitant fuzzy prioritised weighted aggregation operators and their use in MADM. Linguistic neutrosophic cubic numbers and their application to MADM were introduced by Ye [123]. Many academics have investigated the different varieties of fuzzy set theory and their applicability to real-world issues, including soft set theory, m-polar fuzzy set theory and PFS theory. The concepts of IFs, PFSs and q-ROFSs have a wide variety of practical applications; however, every one of these theories has limitations for membership and non-membership grades.

The concept of a LDFS with reference parameters is presented to eliminate these restrictions. When reference parameters are used, the suggested LDFS model is more adaptive and efficient than current approaches. LDFS also classifies data in MADM challenges by changing the physical meanings of the reference parameters. This set increases the area where membership and non-membership grades can exist over the areas of the existing structures by using reference parameters.

Given the benefits of LDFSs, a recent focus of researchers has focused on integrating LDFSs with MADM strategies. For instance, [124] introduced the concepts of Spherical linear Diophantine fuzzy soft rough set (SLDFSRS) and spherical linear Diophantine fuzzy soft approximation space. Spherical linear Diophantine fuzzy set (SLDFS), soft set and rough set are all effectively combined in the proposed SLDFSRS model. With the help of the most recent sustainable energy technology, the researchers developed improved MADM algorithms. They used core, reduct and scoring functions to make the best decision possible. SLDFSs based on reference or control parameters were presented by [124]. The use of an SLDFS with a parameterisation approach for modelling uncertainty considerably helps the MADM procedure. The researchers explained the way SLDFSs are employed in practical contexts for digital image processing, network systems, voting, electrical engineering, medical, and decision-making.

Additionally, in a study by [124], on the basis of the notions of linear Diophantine fuzzy soft rough sets (LDFSRSs) and soft rough linear Diophantine fuzzy sets (SRLDFSs), novel hybrid models of soft sets, rough sets and LDFS were developed. Using the presented models of LDFSRSs and SRLDFSs, fuzziness and roughness by means of upper and lower approximation operators is simpler to explain. Specific operations on LDFSRSs and SRLDFSs have been established to look into robust MADM for choosing sustainable equipment for handling materials. The current work proposes the LDFS-FWZIC weighting methodology, which integrates the FWZIC method with the LDFS environment, to deal with uncertainty more effectively and efficiently. In accordance with Section 6, no research has attempted to integrate MULTIMOORA and FWZIC with LDFS for evaluating and benchmarking Bitcoin networks, which is viewed as a theory gap to bridge the research gap (Section 3) and overcome the obstacles and problems stated in Section 4. Figure 10 presents an overview of the research gap, problems, challenges, and theory gap.

### 6.1.2 Modelling aggregation tools

One must first obtain the subordinate modelling and then combine them to arrive at the final modelling of alternatives. According to Brauers et al. [70], a list of integrative models that is more trustworthy than every individual model separately could be developed by combining several subordinate modelling. This section primarily reviewed these modelling aggregation tools are primarily reviewed.

Table 3 contains a list of the MULTIMOORA subordinate models aggregating tools that are currently available. MULTIMOORA advancements have made use of four main types of modelling aggregation tools, including concepts based on dominance (original Dominance Theory and Dominance-Directed Graph), mathematical operators (Arithmetic/Geometric Mean, Borda Rule, Improved Borda Rule and Model Position Method), MADM approaches (ORESTE Method and Technique of Precise Order Preference) and programming
approaches (like the Nonlinear Optimisation Model). Dominance Theory has the greatest number of repetitions. However, recently, other methods with greater advantages have taken its position [70].

The distribution of MULTIMOORAs’ Modelling Aggregation Tools according to their percentage frequency in references is shown in Figure 11.

As illustrated by Figure 11, the study’s data show that the Dominance Theory gained 94 percentage frequencies, which equals 92%. Arithmetic/Geometric Mean gained 1.9 percentage frequencies (2%). Borda Rule, Dominance-Directed Graph, Improved Borda Rule, Optimisation Model, ORESTE Method, Model Position Method and Technique of Precise Order Preference obtained 0.9 percentage frequencies (1%). Dominance theory is the most frequently used aggregation tool in studies compared with other tools, followed by the Arithmetic/Geometric Mean tool in terms of frequency in studies. Burda rule comes to occupy the third place in the same term. Dominance-Directed Graph, Improved Borda Rule, Optimisation Model, ORESTE Method, Model Position Method and Technique of Precise Order Preference aggregation tools were considered less frequent in studies compared with previous tools.

Analysing and supporting the data sets produced throughout the literature is important to test and implement the suggested strategy. Thus, the following section is provided.
Table 3: The subordinate models’ aggregating tools of MULTIMOORA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modelling Aggregation Tools</th>
<th>Brief Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dominance Theory</td>
<td>The theory was created by [66] depending on Dominance, Transitivity and Equability. Utilising the principle, MULTIMOORA’s three models were each provided by a different part and are combined into a single model. Dominance (absolute and partial), equality (absolute, partial and circular reasoning equality) and transitiveness are some of the principles that underpin this theory. Pairwise comparisons and the potential for circular reasoning generally make it complicated [66]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominance-Directed Graph (Tournaments)</td>
<td>The graph identifies each of MULTIMOORA’s three secondary modelling as a tournament. Each possibility could be considered a team. According to this theory, neither team A nor team B can outperform the other [66]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model Position Method</td>
<td>The method, also called the reciprocal model method, considers the alternative modes in each subordinate modelling method. It is based on the final modelling’s RPM (Ai) score for each alternative used [66]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technique of Precise Order Preference</td>
<td>This tool uses the MADM idea to find a workable compromise. It first creates a decision matrix using the results of the modelling methods. Normalised subordinate utilities and their computed weights are combined to obtain the Precise Selection Index [66]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borda</td>
<td>Borda Count is another name for Borda Rule. The first-modelled alternative in this method receives votes, followed by the second-modelled alternative, receiving one fewer vote. The Borda Rule’s final score is determined by adding results of inferior methods. The best alternative is indicated by the highest Borda Rule score [66]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved Borda Rule</td>
<td>The rule is modelled after Borda Count. It combines the cardinal and ordinal values of each MULTIMOORA subordinate method (i.e. utilities and models, respectively). Dominance Theory cannot compare to it. The subordinate utilities are first normalised using Vector Normalization to apply the Improved Borda Rule [66]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORESTE Method</td>
<td>It is a member within the third set of MADM methodologies (i.e. out modelling methods). It has a multi-level process for producing decision results: Firstly, weak modelling is created and subsequently improved to worldwide modelling. Secondly, the mean models of the weak Besson are generated. Thirdly, each alternative’s global preference score is calculated. Fourth, the overall Besson’s mean models for each subordinate part of MULTIMOORA are determined [66]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimisation Model</td>
<td>An optimisation model can also be used to determine MULTIMOORA’s final modelling. It is predicated on the notion that the total variance between the final result and the three subordinate models will be as low as possible. The sum of the difference between the final models and the three modelling outcomes is thought to be minimised [66]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11: Distribution of MULTIMOORA’s modelling aggregation tools.
7 The point of view for the generation of data sets in different case studies

Actual data are required to further knowledge in all research and business fields, but they are currently few. As a result, other researchers have suggested various techniques to generate their own data sets. The ideas and techniques researchers employ to produce data from a sampling data source are called “Data Set Generation.” Data sources include participants, articles and organisations. The data construction methods used within various case studies must be investigated to evaluate and implement the proposed method. According to literature, the two main strategies are employing synthetic data (called Augmented Data) or a root article [44,76,125]. Synthetic data are used when the case study application’s infrastructure is unavailable. For instance, numerous studies proposed their suggested remedy by simulating the symptoms of COVID-19 patients using artificial data [61,87,125,126]. Other researchers [44,76,127] employed the root article method. The root article is a foundational piece that summarises earlier research on a particular topic or field in light of numerous growth aspects or features. The prior research that employed the root article technique is shown in Figure 12.

![Fig. 12: Data from literature that applied root article methodology in several case studies.](image)

In the primary study proposed by [128], 65 smart e-Tourism systems were split into five categories and evaluated in accordance with 12 development characteristics, as illustrated in Figure 12. Yes and true indicate that a particular factor is present within systems, whereas no and false indicates its absence. The type of data was binary (for instance, yes and no or true and false). Alamoodi et al. and Krishnan et al. [44,76] used the complete data set from this original article for benchmarking. In another key article by Bai et al. [129], six COVID-19 patients are utilised as alternatives and are evaluated based on the eight characteristics of a biological laboratory examination. In reference to prioritising patients, the whole set of numerical data from the root article was utilised [125]. Reference to the presence of 15 development qualities in every one of the 39 data collection systems proposed by Talal et al. [130] was chosen. This root article served as the basis for categorising data. Mahmoud et al. and Salem Garfan et al. [131,132] chose 14 out of 39 systems in the root article to evaluate and benchmark data acquisition systems. The root article proposed by Trivyza...
et al. [133] has 62 ship energy systems, and Sarah Qahtan et al. [134] use the whole binary-based data set of that article. Lastly, Ahmed et al. [135] determined a collection of sign language recognition systems developed between 2007 and 2017 based on 11 attributes. Later, the same research team extended their earlier findings to include 2018 through 2021 [136]. Al-Samarraay et al. [137] used these articles [135,138] to present their decision matrix and evaluate the recognition of sign language software. Many case studies build their data sets around the root article, with different researchers using different numbers of alternatives, categories and development attributes. Different data types and sizes (full or partial) are present in every case.

8 The description of the decision science’s validation and evaluation procedures

The weighting and benchmarking processes are validated and evaluated within academic literature using various methods [61,84,138]. The benchmarking methods are verified using the systematic modelling procedure (Section 8.1), whereas the weighting methods are verified using the sensitivity analysis procedure (Section 8.2). A comparison study using the benchmarking checklist is used for evaluating MADM approaches by comparing the study theoretically or practically with prior studies (Section 8.3).

8.1 The procedure of systematic modelling

Several academics employ systematic modelling to validate their suggested benchmarking methodologies statistically [61,139]. The case studies in Figure 13 illustrated how the systematic modelling method was used in various situations. It includes the case study, the total number of alternatives available, the number of groups, the number of alternatives per group and matrix-based data (raw, normalised or weighted data).

![Figure 13: Literature about the use of systematic modelling in several case studies.](image-url)
Figure 13 shows four different case studies that were reviewed in six publications: COVID-19 vaccine dose in studies [61,84,87] and COVID-19 plasma-transfusion in study by [126]. Six studies were reviewed, including one on telemedicine [139] and another on network congestion control [140]. A total of 300 alternatives were utilised in studies [84,87], 150 alternatives were used in the study by Alsalem et al. and Hu et al. [61,80] alternatives were included [126]. Studies [61,84,141] had six groups and [61] had there were 25 alternatives. Albahri et al. [84,87] had 50 alternatives per group. Mohammed et al. [126] had 4 groups and 20 alternatives per group. The matrix is built on raw data from the studies conducted by studies [61,84,87,126]. The normalised data were from the study conducted by Hamid et al. [139]. In general, several case studies apply the systematic modelling method. There were various numbers of total choices, groups, and alternatives for every group in each case. In the matrix, raw, normalised, or weighted data may be used.

Figure 14 displays five sub-cases of smart e-tourism applications that were studied [76]. In this study, each subcategory has three groups, with 3, 3, 2–4, 4, 3–6 and 6, 6–3,3,4 and 6,6,6 alternatives for each group. The matrix is built on raw and normalised data from Krishnan et al.’s [76] study.

Figure 14: Literature on the use of the systematic modelling method in several smart e-tourism case studies.

8.2 The procedure of sensitivity analysis

The weighting methods employed in the literature are validated using the sensitivity analysis procedure [131,142–144]. Figure 15 summarises the research on the sensitivity analysis process used in several case studies. The case study, weighting method, fuzzy set, number of scenarios, number of attributes, sensitivity type and correlation type are all included in the figure.

In the four published publications, two case studies, the COVID-19 vaccination dose and the smart e-tourism application – were conducted, in accordance with Figure 15. Four different weighting methods, including T-SFWZIC, PFWZIC, ROFWZIC and IT2TR-FWZIC, were used in each of the four investigations. Numerous fuzzy set settings, including T-SFS, PFS and q-ROFs IT2TR, were used in the experiments. The benchmarking included nine scenarios with five attribute weight measurements in the first three studies [61,84,87]. By contrast, the standing outcomes throughout 31 scenarios were weighted according the weight of the property to 12 attributes in the last study [76]. Normally, the sensitivity analysis procedure must be utilised.
Differences in the weighting strategy, fuzzy set, number of scenarios and number of attributes were observed. Every study used SCC as the correlation type and \( \alpha \) as the sensitivity type.

### 8.3 Comparative research by using benchmarking checklist procedure

The assessment of proposed frameworks in research studies necessitates the application of a checklist-based comparative approach, as recommended by prior works \cite{87,145–147}. A substantial body of literature in this domain exemplifies numerous studies employing comparative methodologies. Case studies contribute valuable insights by presenting information on challenges, score points, theoretical or application-based foundations, and the quantity of benchmarking points within each investigation. The comparative study employing a benchmarking checklist spanned across five studies, revealing distinctions in the approaches adopted. Specifically, comparison studies in \cite{84,138,139,145} integrated both theoretical and application-based aspects, while \cite{76} solely focused on theoretical foundations. Of these, \cite{139,145} were distinct in their utilization of score points, whereas \cite{76,84,138} did not incorporate such metrics (N/A). The score point serves as a metric indicating the cumulative percentage of benchmark points achieved across comparable experiments. Among the challenges encountered in the five case studies, prioritization, benchmarking, and selection emerged as the predominant concerns. Frequently cited issues, in addition to Multiple Attribute Decision Making (MADM) concerns, encompassed factors such as the abundance of evaluation attributes, data variation, importance of attributes, fuzziness, inaccuracy, and trade-off. Within \cite{139,145}, the benchmarking points were enumerated as 5, 16, and 17, providing a quantitative measure of the benchmarking outcomes.

### 9 Importance and innovation of the study

The numerous positive managerial implications of the study are summarised. The study’s results, especially within the framework of MADM, offer a persuasive argument for decision-makers to endorse the
establishment of standards for assessing Bitcoin networks in the context of Industry 5.0’s metaverse. These findings can influence decision-makers in various ways: by emphasising objective decision-making through MADM, highlighting performance benchmarking benefits, showcasing risk mitigation advantages, promoting efficient resource allocation, advocating for a user-centric approach, positioning organisations as industry leaders, ensuring compliance with regulations, and ensuring long-term viability. This study provides compelling reasons for decision-makers to support the development of Bitcoin network evaluation standards, aligning with the metaverse’s growth and Industry 5.0’s strategic objectives.

10 Limitations of the study

The study’s limitations are as follows:

• Methodological Focus: The proposed study predominantly centred its efforts on the creation of the LDFS-FWZIC method as a means to tackle challenges related to unreliable, inaccurate and incomplete information. It expanded the use of MULTIMOORA with LDFS to address issues of ambiguity. This strong methodological emphasis might restrict the study’s suitability for broader applications.

• Treatment of Experts: Despite treating all appointed experts equally, the study noted that picking experts according to their expertise might produce more reliable results. This prospective strategy was not examined in the study.

• Linguistic Measurements: Five linguistic significance metrics were used to create the EDM in the proposed study. However, the evidence point to the possibility that examining the utilisation of seven or 10 linguistic metrics would offer a more thorough insight.

• Aggregation Methods: In the suggested study, just one aggregation operator was employed, and a score function was used to defuzz and aggregate the LDFNs in LDFS-EDM. Alternate aggregation techniques and score functions might be investigated to improve the study’s approach.

• Integration of Methods: Although the work extended FWZIC via LDFS, it also suggested that it might be combined with the interval-valued Fermatean fuzzy rough set. This integration may impact the effectiveness of the study as a whole.

• Blockchain in Industry 5.0: Although the report acknowledges the significance of blockchain in Industry 5.0 for data security, its efficacy depends on internal requirements, frameworks and ledger schemes. It draws attention to scalability issues brought on by the constrained transaction processing power of open blockchain ledgers in real-time industrial applications.

In summary, the study has limitations related to its methodological focus, treatment of experts, linguistic measurements, aggregation methods, integration of methods, and the scalability of blockchain in real-time industrial contexts. These limitations should be considered when interpreting the study’s findings and potential applications.

11 Conclusion

This study encompasses various critical aspects. Firstly, it introduces a taxonomy that focuses on “anonymity and privacy development attributes.” Moreover, it conducts a thorough review of Bitcoin networks in the context of supporting the metaverse environment in Industry 5.0, identifying research gaps in the process. Despite significant efforts to enhance the privacy and anonymity of Bitcoin networks, none of the networks studied met all the development attributes, making it challenging for Bitcoin providers to select the most secure and efficient option.

Furthermore, the study addresses the absence of prior research that compares and benchmarks Bitcoin networks based on development attributes related to anonymity and privacy, highlighting this absence as a
significant research gap. The study delves into the complexities of the benchmarking process, particularly focusing on concerns related to multiple evaluation attributes, attribute importance, and variable data.

The study explores the theoretical foundations of multi-attribute analysis within the Bitcoin network context and introduces the concept of MADM to tackle these challenges. It points out the need to bridge a theory gap to address the identified challenges effectively. Additionally, the study suggests an integration opportunity involving the MULTIMOORA method with FWZIC and LDFS for analysing and benchmarking Bitcoin networks in Industry 5.0’s metaverse environment.

In cases where real data may be lacking, the study highlights the historical practice of using “root articles” to construct data sets as an alternative approach. It also reviews the literature concerning the validation and evaluation of benchmarking procedures, encompassing systematic modelling, sensitivity analysis and comparison studies based on benchmarking checklists.

Ultimately, the study underscores the implications of its suggested methodology. It can aid Bitcoin network providers in making informed choices, safeguarding users’ private financial information and maintaining the privacy of financial records. The method’s precision and scientific foundation can guide Bitcoin network providers in selecting suitable networks. Moreover, it offers a valuable resource to software developers and future researchers by providing a comprehensive benchmarking and assessment methodology for Bitcoin networks supporting Industry 5.0’s metaverse environment, which can be adapted effectively to address similar challenges in the future.

In addition, this study’s findings can sway decision-makers to support Bitcoin network evaluation standards in Industry 5.0’s metaverse. The study underscores MADM’s role in objective assessments, performance benchmarking, risk mitigation, efficient resource allocation, user-centricity, industry leadership, compliance, and long-term viability. These benefits align with Industry 5.0’s goals, offering a strong rationale for continued support.

The study’s limitations include a strong focus on LDFS-FWZIC development, treating experts equally, using five linguistic metrics (potential for ten), employing a single aggregation approach in LDFS-EDM, proposing integration with interval-valued Fermatean fuzzy rough set, and highlighting blockchain’s significance in Industry 5.0, particularly regarding scalability and internal factors. These limitations impact interpretation and applications.

Future research directions in benchmarking Bitcoin networks for supporting the Industry 5.0 metaverse environment could include the development of a dynamic evaluation framework capable of adapting to changing user and stakeholder priorities, with real-time data integration for more accurate benchmarking. Additionally, researchers should explore methods for comprehensive security and privacy impact assessments within Bitcoin network benchmarking, encompassing technical aspects, regulatory compliance and user-centric security to address evolving threats. Moreover, investigating scalability solutions for open blockchain ledgers, assessing how various Bitcoin networks handle scalability and exploring innovative consensus mechanisms will be vital to meet the metaverse’s demands in Industry 5.0, assisting decision-makers in choosing suitable networks.
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